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DIAMOND DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP
MOURNS THE LOSS
OF A BELOVED FRIEND,
LEON FONFA
The 47th Street BID/ Diamond District Partnership bid
a sad farewell this past June to an important figure in
our history with the passing of our beloved friend and
long-time board representative, Mr. Leon Fonfa.
Continued on page 9

NEW STUDY REVEALS THE LEADING
INFLUENCER FOR JEWELRY PURCHASES
The newly released Plumb Club Industry & Market Insights 2021 survey
presents information and statistics on the state of the global jewelry market,
specifically emerging trends in the U.S. Conducted in the first half of 2021 in 10
test markets across the United States, the researchers polled over 1,000 mostly
college educated men and women ages of 25-60 with a combined household
income of $75,000 or greater. See inside for many of the encouraging and
occasionally surprising trends to emerge.
Continued on page 12
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friend,
My mother often talks about when mass Polio vaccinations began
during the mid 1950s. She describes being among hundreds of students
lined up in schools around the neighborhood holding medical cards with
rolled up sleeves.
One by one they approached the medical technicians stationed at the
front of the room, held out their arms and took a deep breath. With the shot
came their first glimpse of a glorious world without Polio.
She still marvels over what she recalls was the vaccine’s miraculous
arrival. Prior to Salk, she says, Americans lived in terror of contracting Polio,
especially as cases rapidly rose to epidemic levels in the early 1950s.
Panic seized all 48 states. Mothers refused to allow their children to
swim; children wouldn’t play outside, especially during the summer. Media fed the hysteria with tragic profiles
of children whose lives were forever transformed with the arrival of symptoms.
Everything changed post-vaccination. Children once again flocked to playgrounds and frolicked in pools,
while America’s adults were once again free to move on to new worries. By 1994, both North and South
America were virtually Polio free.
Perhaps by now, you know where this is going. After nearly 18 months of a world united in its desperation
to avoid COVID-19; nine months after the astonishing reveal that an effective COVID vaccine was not just
possible, but publicly and readily available; and less than five months since its miraculous effects began
wending through society and laying waste to mask mandates and social distancing requirements, comes
news of dramatically rising COVID cases.
Look past the relatively few exceptions and you’ll see the highest percentage of new patients and patient
deaths come from non-vaccinated cohorts—of which there are many more than any logical mind can fathom.
Which begs the question: Why on earth are there ANY non-vaccinated cohorts?
Certainly, there have always been small groups with medical considerations that preclude vaccination.
As for the masses, there are no reasons—only vacant excuses. It isn’t about health. I’ve read the literature.
I’ve watched the videos. The substance of none exceeds specious, over-the-top claims set to spooky dramatic
music or larded with paranoid, hyperbolic adjectives typically favored by street corner crackpots and
safe-room sales reps.
It can’t be politics. A Republican administration presided over the vaccine’s creation and a Democratic
administration over its distribution. A majority of Americans regardless of party support likely agree that
vaccine refusal isn’t noble civil disobedience, rather vile civil malevolence.
It’s vile because our nation, our society, our economy, and closer to home, our district MUST do everything
to avoid a return to March 2020. Neither our nation, our society, our economy, nor our district will survive
should that happen. Every shot in the arm is needed to force us into the future and COVID into the past.
The COVID vaccine works. Just like the Polio vaccine did. Are we as smart as they were in the 1950s?
Though my mother may disagree, we probably are. For the greater good of society, it’s time for everyone
to act it.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig
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IN THE NEWS
Resurrected Baselworld Set
to Return in 2022

Image courtesy of MCH Group

Tossing its pledge to
retire the vaunted
Baselworld brand aside,
show organizer MCH
Group has decided to
bring the century-old
show back from the dead.

The latest incarnation of what was once the industry’s
most significant gathering, is scheduled for March 31
to April 4, 2022, in Basel, Switzerland. The newly redesigned Baselworld will now include a year-round B2B
digital platform.
The April 2020 Baselworld was canceled due to
COVID-19 and rescheduled to January 2021. Then that
fair was called off when big companies chose to walk
away amidst a bitter dispute stemming from a dispute
over canceled fees—though COVID-19 likely would have
prevented it from taking place.
“The brand Baselworld was really established,” said
fair managing director Michel Loris-Melikoff said in a
video that accompanied the new announcement. “And
the interest in HourUniverse was not so big.… The brand
Baselworld is well-known everywhere on this planet.… It
stands for one-century heritage that we have.”
In the video, Loris-Melikoff promised a whole new
experience at the reborn Baselworld.
In a possible mea culpa for what some have deemed
the show organizer’s tone deaf past, Loris-Melikoff said,
“We learned we have to be very close to the industry, we
have to listen to the industry, maybe this has not been
done in the past,” he said. “What are we launching now
is the result of this listening.”
SOURCE: MCH Group; Rob Bates for JCKOnline

Everything’s Bigger in Botswana
Ho hum. Another day another
diamond behemoth. Less than
a week after unearthing a 1,098
carat diamond in a Botswana
mine—likely the third largest piece
of gem-quality rough ever found—
Image courtesy of Lucara
Lucara announced the discovery
of an even bigger rock weighing 1,174.76 carats. The
mega-stone was unearthed in Lucara Diamond’s 100%
owned Karowe mine, also in Botswana.
4

However, like the 1,758 carat Sewelô, which Lucara
found in 2019, this new find is not considered 100% gem,
but a “clivage gem of variable quality with significant
domains of high-quality white gem material,” according
to a company statement.
Lucara’s new 1,174 carat gem measures 77 millimeters
by 55 millimeters by 33 millimeters. It is the third
1,000-plus carat diamond to emerge from Karowe in
recent years, ever since Lucara adopted new technology
that prevents jumbo-size stones from getting crushed
before excavation.
In addition to the Sewelô, in 2015 Karowe produced
the 1,109 carat Lesedi la Rona, which is considered the
second largest piece of gem-quality rough ever discovered. The reigning champ remains the 3,106.75 carat
Cullinan, which was discovered in South Africa in 1905.
Karowe, located in the Botswana village of Letlhakane,
has gained a reputation for producing big stones: This
year alone, it produced 17 diamonds greater than 100
carats, including five diamonds greater than 300 carats.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline

Reality Show to Find Britain’s Next
Jewelry Star Now Streaming on HBO Max
A popular reality show
designed to find the next
up-and-coming British
jewelry design star has
finally made it across the
pond. The six-part reality
Image courtesy of HBOMAX
series called “All That
Glitters” originates from BBC Two and is available to
stream now for those with an HBO Max subscription.
Hosted by Katherine Ryan, a Canadian comedian and
actress based in London, the TV show features two
British jewelry designers likely known to many as judges:
Solange Azagury-Partridge and Shaun Leane.
“All That Glitters” starts with eight designers, slowly
eliminating them based on how they handle challenges
thrown at them in the show’s workshop located in
Birmingham, England’s historic “Jewellery Quarter.”
Each episode tasks the jewelers with two challenges:
“The Best Seller,” in which they have to design a piece
with mass market appeal, and “The Bespoke,” which
entails creating custom pieces for specific clients.
The focus of the first episode was silver, in which
contestants were tasked to create a set of three bangles
for “The Best Seller” challenge. They were judged not
only on the designs and their cohesiveness but also on
their skills at the bench and with soldering.
For the “The Bespoke” challenge, they were asked to
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make a custom pendant for a real client—a man whose
mother would soon receive an MBE (an order of the
British Empire award), an occasion for which he wanted
to give her a special piece.
Other challenges include crafting a bib necklace, pearl
earrings, an engagement ring, and a bridal headpiece,
among other jewels. As the season progresses,
contestants delve into more precious materials.
According to the Daily Mail, when it first ran, the
episode in which contestants were asked to create a
chain collar sparked conversation online about nuanced
jewelry terminology, with viewers bemoaning the difference
between a chain and a necklace, as some designers failed
to craft the former, according to the judges.

on that Saturday to encourage nationwide, blanket of
exposure for the charity.
JFC has available materials to make it easier for
anyone to participate. A planning guide, including ideas
on how to participate, as well as social media materials,
sample emails, press releases and videos are available on
the JFC website at www.jewelersforchildren.org.
SOURCE: www.jewelersforchildren.org

Frenzied ‘Diamond Rush’ in
South African Village Fizzles

SOURCE: Brecken Branstrator for National Jeweler

Jewelers for Children Announces
JFC Day for 2021
The fourth annual Jewelers
for Children Day scheduled for
Saturday, Sept. 25, 2021, is a day
for all supporters of JFC and for
potential new ones to celebrate the
success of the industry’s support
for children in need and raise visibility and funds for
the charity.
During the inaugural JFC Day in 2018, retailers across
the country ran promotions in their stores to celebrate
the industry’s success of helping thousands of children
through the JFC charity partners. The program has
grown each year with support from companies like
Day’s Jewelers, Reeds Jewelers and Wells Fargo.
The JFC Day celebration also gets support from the
JFC charities, including the National CASA/GAL Association
whose staff and volunteers from their local program
across the country visit jewelers to say thanks. “Coming
out of the pandemic, we are all ready to get back to
normal. Said Debra Puzio, JFC Board Chair. JFC Day
presents a unique opportunity for all of us to come
together and recognize that issues like childhood illness
and abuse and neglect are still occurring and children are
one of our major priorities.”
Anyone can participate in JFC Day. Suppliers, retailers
and consumers can help us recognize the accomplishment
of raising more than $ 57 million to support kids. Suppliers
can reach out to all of their retail customers, asking them
to participate in the initiative.
Retailers will be asked to reach out to their customer
base to educate them about JFC and invite them to
participate in whatever activity the retailer has planned
for September 25. Everyone will be asked to use their
social media presence to promote the day, particularly
diamonddistrict.org

Using picks and shovels to search for
precious stones in KwaHlathi, South
Africa. Image courtesy of NY Times

A diamond rush in the
South African village of
KwaHlathi ended almost
as quickly as it began after
experts determined the
“diamonds” in question
were simply quartz.

The remote village
located in KwaZulu-Natal province attracted widespread
attention after a herdsman dug up stones in a field and
thought they were diamonds. Word spread quickly and
soon more than 1,000 diamond seekers from all over
the country arrived and began setting up mini-mining
ventures anywhere they found open space to dig.
The rush lasted all but a week. But long enough for
some diamond hunters to start selling their finds at
prices as lavish a $7.29 and more per stone.
According to the BBC, local government officials
reported that “tests conducted conclusively revealed
that the stones discovered in the area are not diamonds.”
In reporting the story, BBC commentators generously
shared their unique observation that the rush “exposed
deep frustrations of communities desperate to find a
way out of poverty.”
SOURCE: CBS News; BBC

Tiffany and Costco Reach End to Hostile
8-year Battle Over Diamond Rings

Tiffany sued Costco over diamond
engagement rings sold at Costco
jewelry counters with a description
describing them as “Tiffany style”

Tiffany & Co has ended
its more than 8-year-old
lawsuit accusing Costco
of trademark infringement
and counterfeiting for
selling generic diamond
engagement rings bearing
the “Tiffany” name.

Lawyers for the companies on Monday filed a
stipulation dismissing the case with the US District
Court in Manhattan.
Continued on page 14
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Market Trends

Alrosa Introduces Revolutionary
Nanomarking Technology to
Trace Diamonds
Alrosa has introduced a ground-breaking
diamond-tracing technology using
non-invasive laser marking. Unlike
traditional laser engraving, this laser
marking cannot be destroyed or polished
off. It distinguishes Alrosa’s diamonds
from other ones, including lab-grown,
and allows them to be uniquely identified,
providing detailed information about the
diamonds’ origins.
Consumer surveys in the key
diamond markets of the United States and
China indicate that diamond tracing is an
important factor when making purchases.
Tracing involves registering all stages of a
diamond’s life from the mine to the jewelry
store to guarantee its origin.
Alrosa is introducing a new, non-invasive
method for physically marking rough and
Alrosa nanomarker scanner. Image courtesy of Alrosa
polished diamonds, which has been
developed with the help of scientists from the Russian Academy of Sciences, as well as Alrosa’s Research
Geological Enterprise (NIGP) and the Yakutniproalmaz Institute.
Unlike other tracing methods which are based on keeping a digital copy of the diamond, ALROSA
physical nanomarking allows the precious stone to be identified with 100% accuracy. It also differs from other
engraving technologies which mark closer to the surface of the diamond.
Alrosa’s laser nanomark is imprinted inside the crystal lattice, across the atomic structure of the entire
diamond, making it invisible without a scanner. Diamonds with such nanomarkings have been many times
successfully certified by the GIA, the industry’s biggest certification center.
The mark is a three-dimensional code linked to the Alrosa Provenance platform. It offers in-depth
information about the diamond’s origin and characteristics, as well as a unique identification number, photo,
video and details about how it has been cut. Scientists believe that, as the technology evolves, it is likely to
become an important way of embedding large amounts of data within the diamond, including media files,
images and music.
The company is offering its partners marked diamonds and the equipment to read them. Scanning the
code takes less than a minute and will eventually be optimized to ensure even greater efficiency.
Patent research has confirmed that it is the first time this technology is being used for commercial
purposes to trace rough and polished diamonds. Alrosa is currently seeking patents in the world’s major
diamond-trading centers, and has started application processes in the US, China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan,
Continued on page 8
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Industry Spotlight

Tourneau Changing Its Name
To New Coke Bucherer
A watch store by any other name would tell time as well. Or so Tourneau parent company
Lucerne seems to think. Three years after it acquired the 31 store luxury watch proprietor,
Switzerland–based watchmaker and retailer Lucerne has decided to swap the iconic
Tourneau name with the relatively unfamiliar moniker, Bucherer.
The plan is to phase out the Tourneau name after a transitionary year during which the
company will be called Tourneau-Bucherer, explains Bucherer USA president Ira Melnitsky.
How and where the Tourneau brand name will be used going forward remains to be seen, “but it won’t be a
customer-facing brand as it was in the past after the period of transition,” says Melnitsky. According to Melnitsky, the
decision to execute the name change followed much “thought and research.”
“We now have the ability to speak to our customers and our customers in Europe with more of a singular voice than
two separate voices,” he says. “When we spoke to our customers, we were amazed how many knew about Bucherer.
They are the leading [watch] retailer in Europe. They aren’t an unknown entity.”
Amazed that customers actually knew about Bucherer. How much thought and research actually went into this
decision, anyway?
It’s a moot point because it would amaze no one to discover that New York City–based Tourneau has considerably
greater customer awareness in the United States than Bucherer does, along with its own storied 121-year heritage.
Melnitsky admits these considerations did initially raise mixed feelings among the Lucerne marketing gurus.
“It’s akin to giving up your maiden name,” he says. “But when people learn about Bucherer, and learn that it’s
been around since 1888, and it’s still a family-owned business, which is very rare, it feels like a natural fit.… It gives us
something new and great to talk about, the Swiss heritage of the brand, its Swiss expertise.”
Full stop: “Gives us something new and great to talk about?” That’s what we call a gaffe. And an admission of no great
strategy behind ash canning the storied Tourneau name. The boys in the boardroom are simply bored.
But executive boredom isn’t much of a reason to rebrand with a chainsaw. It is reason to expect Lucerne will soon feel
the stupefying folly of discarding the residual benefits of decades of hard and soft investment into the Tourneau brand—
because they wanted something “new and great to talk about.” It doesn’t take an MBA to predict that this won’t end well.
Tourneau’s good will, name recognition, and basic inertia are priceless assets. They are why Tourneau is a synonym for
“trusted luxury watch seller.” Discounting such value and disregarding what it took to achieve it is branding malpractice.
Time will prove there is balance in the branding universe. Before long Lucerne, too, will find itself among the same
bloody, humbled ranks of other corporate brain trusts who believed they alone were immune to the immutable laws of
branding. If it’s any consolation to Tourneau’s Swiss overlords, they’ll be among good company. Because some
companies never learn.
SOURCE: WWD; Rob Bates for JCKOnline

diamonddistrict.org
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Diamond District
Market Trends
Partnership
News
Continued from page 6

the UK, Israel, Belgium and India.
Oleg Kovalchuk, PhD (Tech. Sc.), who supervises the project
at the Yakutniproalmaz Institute, said: “A nanomark is applied using
a laser pulse of a certain wavelength, intensity and duration. This
causes nanoregions to form across the entire crystal, which can only
be viewed with a scanner created specifically for reading the marks.
As such, we have now developed standardized procedures for
embedding information and marking a rough diamond with a
distributed mark to identify it.”
Sergey Ivanov, CEO of Alrosa, said: “Guided by growing market
demand, we are focusing our efforts on tracing and guaranteeing the
origin of our diamonds. As the world’s largest vertically integrated
diamond-mining company, Alrosa is in a unique position: with access to
the full cycle of manufacturing, we have all the necessary information
about our polished diamonds and the rough diamonds from which they were cut.
The laser nanomark technology we have created allows these
guarantees to be extended to the diamonds sold by our partners. By purchasing jewelry with a diamond
protected by a nanomark, the buyer can be sure that it was actually made by Alrosa: the three-dimensional
code embedded in the diamond is linked to its unique identifier and digital passport on the company’s database,
which also includes details of the socio-economic benefits associated with its production.”
Market Trends
SOURCE: Alrosa
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Diamond District
Partnership News

DIAMOND DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP
MOURNS THE LOSS OF A
BELOVED FRIEND, LEON FONFA
The 47th Street BID/ Diamond District
Partnership bid a sad farewell this past June to
an important figure in our history with the passing
of our beloved friend and long-time board
representative, Mr. Leon Fonfa.

Avi Fertig, Executive Director of the Diamond District Partnership, Bob Benfatto, BID
Association Co-Chair, Leon Fonfa

Leon sat on the 47th Street BID Board of
Directors for over two decades as our representative
from the New York City Department of Small
Business Services. Leon joined the Department
of Small Business Services in the 1970s and soon
became a pioneering member of New York City’s
now-vast Business Improvement District program.
During his years with the agency, the number of
BIDs in New York City grew from just one to what
is today, over 75.

Working with the 47th Street BID from its earliest
days, Leon was a level-headed, knowledgeable,
and tireless advocate for our district. He made himself available whenever needed and was a steadfast
resource during every stage of our BID’s growth until his retirement in March 2020, just as the pandemic
was beginning.
Leon’s most endearing qualities were his kindness, humility, warmth, and pragmatism. He had a good sense
of humor, loved to laugh, and regularly demonstrated his unerring commitment to doing what was right. He
said what was on his mind and never hesitated to let others know what they needed to hear—not what they
wanted to hear.
Leon was also a good listener and an able problem solver. Throughout his decades in public service,
he helped tame the bureaucracy of government by providing timely advice, accurate information,
and practical solutions when needed and asked.
A true New Yorker who worked tirelessly in his position to improve the commercial districts throughout
the city he loved, Leon was a true friend to all those who had the privilege to know him and work with him
throughout the years. His passing is a true loss to New York City, and the Diamond District will truly miss him
and will never forget his contributions to West 47th Street.

Section continues on Page 10
diamonddistrict.org
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Diamond District
Partnership News

SOLD: DIAMOND DISTRICT
LANDMARK, 576 FIFTH AVENUE
That didn’t take long. Less than nine months
since the Diamond District’s Fifth Avenue landmark,
576 Fifth Avenue, went up for sale, the elegant
corner property has been sold for $101 million.
The building’s family-run owner, Severn Realty
Partners, put the property on the market in the fall
with an original asking price of $113 million.
The buyer, according to public records, was SJD,
an LLC incorporated in Delaware. Zach Redding of B6
Real Estate Advisors, the firm representing the seller,
said the buyer’s identity can’t be disclosed due to a
confidentiality agreement.
Built in 1907 and a familiar landmark marking
the east side entrance to the 47th Street Diamond
District, the ornate, 12-story Edwardian style edifice
has been home to many of New York City’s most
famed diamond dealers for generations. Its iconic
street-level sign—Jewelers on Fifth—is recognized
internationally.
The sale, the building’s first since it was purchased
for $1.3 million in 1977, comes at a time when retail
vacancies are at alarming highs and commercial
tenants around the city are said to still be struggling
paying their rent due to the sweeping COVID-19
pandemic shutdowns of 2020.

576 Fifth Avenue. Image Courtesy of B6

When the building first went on the market last
October, B6 chief executive Paul Massey said, “The
new owner will be someone optimistic about the
city’s future.”

Still, it’s unclear what the future holds for the
property and its tenants. The nearly 80,000-square-foot property is about 50 percent occupied at this point and
the buyer has yet to disclose its plans for the building. In the short term, according to Adelaide Polsinelli, a broker
representing the buyer, plans are underway for minor renovations and updates and tenants that choose to stay
are invited to do so.
Not many buildings on Fifth Avenue have traded hands since the onset of the pandemic. Indeed, the number
of properties sold in the past quarter is down nearly 30% from 2019 levels, and dollar volume has reportedly fallen
by 57%.
The nine-figure sale price should give the market a “big vote of confidence,” said Redding. “[It’s] a big
testament to New York City, and I seriously believe it’s a great sign for New York as a whole,” Redding said.
SOURCE: Natalie Sachmechi for Crain’s New York Business; Akiko Matsuda for therealdeal.com
10
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DIAMOND DISTRICT SENDS
STRONG MESSAGE OF SUPPORT
AND SOLIDARITY TO THE NYPD
AND NEW YORK CITY’S YOUTH
New York City youth were proud to share their
strength thanks to customized T-shirts designed and
contributed by the Diamond District Partnership for
NYPD Chief of Department, Chief Rodney Harrison’s
five-month, Five Borough Youth Listening tour. The goal
of Chief Harrison’s youth tour, which began in early July, is
to foster positive interactions between law
enforcement and our city’s youth.

diamonddistrict.org
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Small Business Support

NEW STUDY FINDS WE
INFLUENCER FOR JE
The Plumb Club has just released the findings of a new research project, a multi-focused study titled
The Plumb Club Industry & Market Insights 2021, to determine the factors that influence consumers’ fine
jewelry purchases and comprehensive consumer perspectives on jewelry-related topics.
The study pulls together information and statistics on the state of the global jewelry market and then
focuses on the U.S. jewelry industry, segmenting consumer demographics, characteristics, psychographics,
and emerging trends. It also contains a comprehensive consumer insights section, gathered via a
quantitative consumer survey.
Executed in conjunction with luxury industry trend forecaster Paola DeLuca, head of The Futurist, and
survey firm Qualtrics, The Plumb Club Industry & Market Insights 2021 surveyed 1,000 men and women ages
of 25-60, in 10 test markets across the United States. The survey was conducted in the first half of 2021.
Participants were aged 25 to 60, had attended at least some college, had combined household income of
$75,000 or greater, and had either purchased jewelry in the past year or were intending to purchase jewelry
within the next year.

12
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EBSITES THE LEADING
EWELRY PURCHASES

Key findings include:

• 33% of respondents rate a retailer’s website as the number-one influencer of a jewelry purchase. The influence of family
and friends came in second, at 30%, and social media advertising, third, at 14%.

• When it comes to the reason for a new jewelry purchase, 48% of respondents cited special occasions, but almost

one-fourth (23%) said “no reason needed.” 12% said personal reward, 8% because they had seen similar items on celebrities
or in magazines, and 8% because they had seen similar items on friends. In the aggregate, the number of reasons to purchase
without an occasion (28%) may underscore the growth of the self-purchase category. Self-purchase also ranked high, at 40%,
when asked about “jewelry purchase motivations.”

• Quality (31%), Design (23%) and Uniqueness (17%) are noted as the most important factors when looking for jewelry, with
price ranking below all of these factors at 16%.

• As for where consumers purchase jewelry, 63% say they prefer to purchase in-store, with 25% specifically saying an
independent jeweler. 28% of participants said they prefer to purchase online.

• When participants were asked to rank on a scale from one to 10 how important it is to them that their jewelry is responsibility
sourced, sustainable, and ethical, 20% rated this consideration a 10, most important, with an average ranking of 6.5. 72% of
respondents saying they would be willing to pay more for a piece that was sustainably sourced and more than one-fourth
(26%) said they would pay “a great deal” more.

• According to the survey, $1,207 is the average spent on a new jewelry purchase, and 57% of those surveyed say that the
availability of financing would influence their decision.

SOURCE: The Plumb Club; The Centurion; Ashley Davis for National Jeweler
Section continues on Page 15
diamonddistrict.org
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Continued from page 5
The dismissal came after a federal appeals court in
August threw out a $21 million judgment that Tiffany,
acquired in January by French luxury goods company
LVMH, won in 2017 following a jury trial.

A trial judge had found Costco liable for selling the
disputed rings, despite its claim that “Tiffany” had become a
generic term and described the rings’ pronged setting. That
left jurors to decide only how much Tiffany should recover.
But the appeals court said Costco acted in good faith,
and that Costco customers were smart enough to realize
Tiffany didn’t make or endorse the warehouse chain’s
“Tiffany” rings.
Tiffany sued Costco on Valentine’s Day in 2013, to
protect the now 184-year-old company’s brand and cachet.
It ended the case after replacing its law firm this month.

Amir Khan Durrani and
his wife recently traveled
to John F. Kennedy International Airport to catch a
honeymoon flight to Guam,
but at some point, the
"newly purchased" diamond
Missing diamond found by TSA
Officer John Killian. Image courtesy
became dislodged from Mrs.
of TSA
Durrani’s ring, according to a
press release the TSA issued Monday.

Neither company nor their lawyers immediately
responded to requests for comment.

The couple, from Flushing, New York, realized the
precious stone went missing right after they passed
through the airport’s TSA checkpoint.

An estimated 3,349 customers bought Tiffany-set rings
at Costco during the period covered by the lawsuit, court
papers showed.

In a statement Mr. Durrani emailed to the TSA, he
wrote his "wife was crying hysterically" and they did not
"know how to approach the situation."

SOURCE: Reuters; NY Post

However, Durrani noted that TSA officers on the scene
were "extremely kind and helped" the couple in searching
for the diamond before they had to board their flight.

Cardi B Gifts Daughter, Kulture, Six Figure
Diamond Necklace for 3rd Birthday

Cardi B diamond necklace birthday
gift to 3 year old daughter Kulture.
Image courtesy of Instagram

Singer Cardi B surprised
daughter Kulture with a
typically extravagant gift
for the toddler’s 3rd birthday over the weekend—an
enormous diamond charm
necklace.

Designed by rapper
favorite Elliot Elliante — the same jeweler behind Lil Uzi
Vert’s $24 million pink diamond forehead implant — the
piece features five charms shaped like an Hermès Birkin
bag, a Chanel logo, Minnie Mouse, a bow-wrapped heart
and a “K” initial (for Kulture, of course).
“Her daddy outdid me, but I still got my baby nice,”
posted Cardi on Instagram along with videos of Kulture
unwrapping her over-the-top Birthday bauble,
apparently a playful jab at her rapper husband, Offset.
Jaw-dropping jewelry gifts have become a tradition
of sorts at Kulture’s birthday celebrations. When Cardi
and Offset’s daughter turned 1, she received another
diamond-and-enamel Elliante creation: a $100,000 chain
adorned with colorful characters from the Netflix series
“Word Party.”
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JFK’s Hero TSA Officer Returns Lost
Engagement Ring Diamond and Rescues
Honeymoon

As luck would have it, Lead TSA Officer John Killian
found the lost diamond near a supervisory podium that’s
not far from where a checkpoint line meets five hours
after it was reported missing.
According to the TSA, Killian had been observing the
line when he noticed there was a shine a metal detector
and an X-ray machine.
"That’s when I spotted the sparkle and thought to
myself, ‘No way that could really be it.’ I walked over and
picked it up," Killian told the TSA. "The shine caught my
eye. I was like, ‘Wow, I just found this diamond!’"
The Durranis were contacted about the find and learned
of the hopeful news when they landed. After sending a
photo of the diamond-adorned engagement ring, it appeared the round stone Killian found was a match.
Upon their return, the couple was reunited with their
diamond after they confirmed the stone belonged to
them with JFK TSA Manager Mishane Henry.
Durrani described the relief he and his wife felt when
they heard the diamond had been found in a thank you
email sent to the TSA. The couple also expressed gratitude toward the TSA team at JFK for their "safekeeping."

For her 2nd birthday party, Kulture matched her mom
in iced-out Cuban link anklets and a diamond-covered
Patek Philippe watch.

"Thank you so much to all the staff present and especially to officer John Killian. I might not ever meet you,
but you had an impact on us at that moment and I will
never forget it," Durrani wrote. "I wish you all the best for
your efforts and honesty."

SOURCE: NY Post

SOURCE: Cortney Moore for Fox News
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25 MUST-KNOW FACTS FOR SELLING
BRIDAL TO MILLENNIAL AND
GEN Z BUYERS
If all goes according to plan, the kids will grow up and get
married. Based on the generational timeline, that’s where we are
today with Gen Z— those aged 25 to 29, which are the youngest
millennials—on the cusp of entering the bridal market. Before you
turn the page, consider that this age group is responsible for 70
percent of all bridal sales!
The following 25 facts were compiled from scores of jewelry
retailers across the country by Instore Magazine. Keep these in
mind when selling to millennials and Gen Z buyers to provide
service and products that will create happy, satisfied customers
for many years to come.
1. They want to be greeted quickly.

13. Like most buyers, they are compliment motivated.

2. They want to feel respected.

14. They do not want to feel like they were closed.
They think they can make the buying decision on
their own. That’s why the ALPC is so important
(ask-listen-paraphrase close).

3. H
 e buys peace of mind; she buys style, fashion and
sentiment. For him, that means GIA lab reports, company
benefits and trade-in policies. For her, that means design
(often custom or branded) and pictures found on social
media or brides’ magazines.
4. T
 hey’ve changed the size of the starter set. They are buying carat-and-a-quarter, carat-and-a-third, or even larger.
5. S
 ome do more than 90 hours of research before they
purchase.
6. T
 hey are the No. 1 age group buying custom and the
highest closing ratio (over 80 percent) when the ring is
custom.
7. If
 they love your website, chances are they’ll come in. If
they don’t, they’ll never open your door.
8. T
 hey’re the first generation raised on technology.
They’re comfortable using your iPads and searching
your inventory via mobile device.
9. T
 hey’re the youngest generation purchasing fine wine. If
you offer them a glass of wine during the presentation,
they will stay longer, and the closing ratio will rise.
10. They prefer the same age group waiting on them, if
possible. Having things in common like social media,
vocabulary and music is a plus.
11. T
 hey’re the No. 1 age group buying XXX cut. They love
buying fancy shapes (oval is No. 1). They’ve also made
east-to-west settings popular.
12. More young women now are paying for their own ring.

15. T
 hey dislike pushy salespeople. They hate feeling
pre-judged, and if you’re pushy, they’ll let everyone
know with a negative online review.
16. B
 ecause they love social media, they will show and tell
their friends. Take the picture of the ring on her hand
with your phone and send it to her. Ask if you can put
the photo on your store’s social media feeds.
17. T
 hey will write more reviews about your staff and their
experience in your store than any other age group.
18. T
 hey are the most knowledgeable shoppers about your
product of all age groups. They love a professional who
has GIA knowledge waiting on them.
19. M
 ost know what they want coming in, and some even
have a photo on their phone.
20. They love texting.
21. They’re the most impatient generation of shoppers.
22. They do not like to negotiate; they want the real price on
the tag.
23. They’re bringing 18K yellow gold back.
24. With them, less is more. Higher quality is more desirable
than lower quality and having to buy it again later.
25. T
 hey want bragging rights about the experience, about
the professional salesperson, about the store, and about
the diamond in the ring.

SOURCE: Shane Decker for instoremag.com
diamonddistrict.org
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TRADE SHOW SAFETY:
TIPS TO REMEMBER BEFORE YOU RETURN
In-person trade shows, events and conferences are finally back after the long pandemic lull. We’re all eager to
return. But it has been a while. Before you head back out on the road, it’s a god idea for attendees and exhibitors
to take a moment to review the following tips compiled by Berkley Asset Protection and INSTORE magazine.
Having these in mind is good preparation to avoid risks to personal safety and potential property loss that can
occur at large gatherings:

Exhibitor Precautions:

• Be aware of your inventory values and assure that you are

carrying sufficient insurance limits for your business at the
show.

• Despite the hustle and bustle, always be alert and follow

security procedures when transporting jewelry to and from
your booth.

• Always ship high valuable product through armored
services.

• Don’t assume that just because there is trade show security,
you’re protected from theft. Anyone in charge of the booth
is also in charge of security. Make sure all members of your
staff understand that part of their role is being vigilant to
ensure the booth and products stay secure.

• Make sure your booth is properly staffed during show hours.
• Keep valuables in locked showcases. Keep the keys in a
secure spot, and never leave keys on a counter or in a place
they could easily be snatched.

• For high value pieces show only one at a time and inspect
every piece before returning to the showcase.

• Keep jewelry trays and displays fully stocked so it is easy to
identify if a piece is missing.

• If possible, utilize safes and guarded storage areas.
• Don’t leave personal items, electronics and other valuables
in booth overnight.

• Only show product to attendees that have identified

themselves and businesses, especially if they are wearing a
mask or face covering. It’s wise to ask for identification and
also take a picture of the badge or use the QR scanner,
if available. This also helps with sales follow up in addition
to security.

• Be vigilant for signs that someone is casing your booth

to commit theft, e.g., a visitor without visible badge
credentials, who fidgets, avoids eye contact, wears a
large hat or face coverings or seems like they are trying
to distract you.

• Review your internal plan for potential thefts. Make sure

all employees know a predetermined phrase that alerts
them to a potential threat without alarming customers.
Employees should know the proper steps to take when the
code phrase is used. Practice this before and during the
trade show events.

• Never show product in an unsecured location like a hotel
room or public place during a business meeting.

Personal Safety:

• Only wear badges on the show floor, at events organized

by the trade show operator and at private events related
to the show. Always remove your badge when leaving the
show floor and events.

• Don’t advertise your exact location, room number or
anything that could compromise your safety.

• Don’t share that you work with high-valuable merchandise

especially to strangers such as service workers, other hotel
guests or staff, taxi drivers, etc.

• Even if you are not carrying or wearing merchandise, be

cautious about carrying any swag or marketing collateral
that could make it obvious for a criminal that you work with
jewelry or other high value merchandise.

• Be on alert when returning to your hotel room that you are
not being followed. Contact hotel security immediately, if
you feel unsafe.

If you see or suspect any suspicious activity – always alert show organizers, security and any onsite law enforcement.
SOURCE: Berkley Asset Protection; instoremag.com
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SPECIAL CRIME ALERT
POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

DETECTIVE BUREAU
Wanted Flyer # 66200802

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

WANTED

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

DETECTIVE BUREAU
Wanted Flyer # 66200802

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

FOR
W
AASSAULT
N T E 2D

PERPETRATOR - PROBABLE CAUSE TO ARREST

FOR ASSAULT 2

PERPETRATOR - PROBABLE CAUSE TO ARREST

/ MALE

On July 5, 2021 at approximately 2200 hours on the Southwest corner
of West 47th Street and Avenue of the Americas the above pictured
perpetrator did randomly throw an unknown liquid onto the victims back,
causing a 2nd Degree burn. The perpetrator than fled westbound on
West 46th Street towards 7th Avenue / Times Square Area on foot. The
perpetrator is then seen running southbound on the west side of 7th
Avenue towards West 42nd Street. / MALE

On July 5, 2021 at approximately 2200 hours on the Southwest corner
of West 47th Street and Avenue of the Americas the above pictured
perpetrator did randomly throw an unknown liquid onto the victims back,
causing a 2nd Degree burn. The perpetrator than fled westbound on
West 46th Street towards 7th Avenue / Times Square Area on foot. The
perpetrator is then seen running southbound on the west side of 7th
Avenue towards West 42nd Street.
Anyone with information regarding the above subject ,
please notify Det. GUSTAVO PAUL at 212-767-8415
OR Detective Borough Manhattan South at 212-477-7447
Investigator: Det. GUSTAVO PAUL
Command Assigned: 243-MTN DET SQUAD
Case# 2021-1914 Complaint Report# 2021-018-03776
diamonddistrict.org
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Misguided Louisiana Lover Stole
Ring From Fiancée to Pay for
Her Engagement Ring
Who says romance is dead? In what seems like an oddly
one-sided O. Henry plotline, a Louisiana man has admitted
to stealing a ring from his fiancée to finance her own
engagement ring. Justin Pope, 29, was arrested on July
13 after it was discovered that he stole a ring from his
then-girlfriend's house in Downsville, Louisiana in 2019.
Once he had the ring in his possession, he sold it at
a local pawn shop, then used the money as a down
payment to buy the engagement ring, he revealed in a
court affidavit. Pope also told Ouachita Parish Sheriff's
Office deputies that while he tried to get the ring back
after pawning it, "it had been melted for scrap."
According to police, the stolen ring was valued at
$4,499. Pope has been released on $500 bail. He has no
criminal history or other pending charges at this time.
SOURCE: Andre J. Ellington for Newsweek

Not-so-Good Human in Georgia
Accused of $100,000 Jewelry Theft

Jewelry thief should take
his advice. Image courtesy
of Newsweek

I’m not sure that means
what you think it means.
Words best said to the
suspect seen on camera stealing
items worth $100,000 from a
jewelry workshop in mid-July
while wearing a sweatshirt
emblazoned with the message
to "Be a Good Human."

Police in DeKalb County,
Georgia, told media outlet WSB-TV2 that the man had
stolen rings and earrings from a boutique supplier called
Ringcrush. Store owner Bailey Lehrer said the suspect used
a rock to break a window before plundering the warehouse
of thousands of products.
"It's really sad," Lehrer told Fox5, appealing for the
public's help in catching the jewelry thief by releasing
surveillance footage to the press. "Probably, he's going to
take it to a pawn shop, they're going to turn it away, and
he's going to put [the stolen goods] in the trash can."
On social media, Lehrer has described the man as the
"poopertrator" because aside from his obvious lack of
irony, also spent time in the bathroom facilities in the
building during his hour-long theft.
"Not only did he steal jewelry, he also made quite a mess
18

in the bathroom," she told WSB-TV2. "He's going to do this
to another small business. This guy. This is definitely not his
first rodeo."
SOURCE: Jason Murdock for Newsweek

Jodie Turner-Smith’s Jewelry Stolen
in Cannes Robbery
British actress, Jodie
Turner-Smith was devastated to
discover her personal jewelry has
been stolen from her hotel room
during the Cannes Film Festival.
It was the first time at Cannes
for Turner-Smith but will now
sadly be memorable for all the
Jodie Turner-Smith. Image
wrong reasons. Robbers broke
courtesy of IMDB
into her room while she was out
for breakfast and stole “several tens of thousands of euros”
worth of jewelry from her suite in the Marriott hotel.
Among the jewels taken was an irreplaceable wedding
ring belonging to Turner-Smith’s mother. It’s believed that
the thieves were looking for the gold and diamond Gucci
High Jewellery collection the actress was seen wearing to
the After Yang premiere on Friday night, but which had
been immediately returned to the brand following the event.
Turner-Smith and her one-year-old daughter were
immediately moved to a different hotel. Despite the
traumatic event, the actress carried on with her schedule
for the rest of the weekend.
Turner-Smith's hotel room door was thought to be
opened with a magnetic key card and showed no sign of
forced entry, reports the Telegraph. No one was injured in
the theft.
SOURCE: Jessica Davis for Vanity Fair

Jewelry Store Owner Suspected
of Committing Homicide in his
Own Store

Littlejohn's Fine Jewelry. Image
courtesy of Erik Chalhoub

The owner of a jewelry store
in Gilroy, California shot and
killed a man he knew inside the
business on June 24, according
to new information released by
the Gilroy Police Department.

According to police, at about
1pm, officers responded to Littlejohn’s Fine Jewelry on the
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8200 block of Monterey Street for a report of a shooting.
Arriving officers found a man suffering from a gunshot
wound. He was pronounced deceased at the scene.
The suspect, identified as Jose Francisco ValienteMartinez, 44, of Gilroy, was immediately taken into custody
at the scene, according to police. Valiente-Martinez is listed
as the owner of the business, according to City of Gilroy’s
business license data.
Police said that based on the preliminary investigation,
Valiente-Martinez and the victim, a 39-year-old man from
Gilroy, knew each other, and it was “not a random act of
violence.”
“There is no ongoing threat to public safety,” police
stated in a press release.

One of the men police are looking for is believed to
be 50 to 60 years old and was last seen wearing a dark
blue shirt, blue shorts and a red hat. The other man is
approximately 30 to 45 years old and was last seen
wearing a royal blue shirt, white pants with vertical blue
stripes down the sides and gray sneakers. He was also
walking a dog, according to police.
Anyone with information in regard to this incident
is asked to call the NYPD’s Crime Stoppers Hotline at
1-800-577-TIPS (8477) or for Spanish, 1-888-57-PISTA
(74782).
SOURCE: CBS New York; Tina Moore and Len La Rocca
for New York Post

2 Suspects Wanted for Grab-and-Run
Thefts Across 4 States

SOURCE: Gilroy Dispatch

Nearly $1 Million in Pricey Jewels
Stolen from Merchant’s Car in NYC

Three suspects in $1 million NYC
jewelry heist. image courtesy of
NYPD Crimestoppers

A duffle bag filled with
nearly $1 million worth
of high-end jewelry was
gone in an instant when a
trio of thieves snatched it
from of a merchant’s unlocked car in Manhattan,
police say.

The jewelry was stolen outside Metropolitan Pavilion
on West 19th Street in Chelsea at 7 p.m. June 19 after the
60-year-old merchant loaded the valuables into her vehicle.
“She’s coming from a show where she had these items
out and then left them in her car unlocked,” a police source
said. “She went back to load more items.”
The thieves made off with approximately $900,000 of
jewelry, including Cartier watches, a Tiffany clock and a
Faberge Egg. They also stole platinum diamond earrings, a
sapphire pendant, 18 assorted vintage and Victorian rings
and 10 trays of brooches and pendants.
Police released surveillance footage of two men, one
walking a dog, and a woman. In the video, The woman and
one of the men watch the victim during the event, while
the other man swipes the duffle bag filled with jewelry from
the victim’s backseat. All three are then seen driving away
from the scene in a gold and silver 2011 Subaru Forester.
The woman police are looking for is believed to be 50 to
60 years old. She was last seen wearing a white tank top
with the word “Calvin” across the chest and a black skirt.
She was walking a white dog.

diamonddistrict.org

Two men wanted for alleged four-state
sgrab-and-run theft spree. Image courtesy of JSA

Two men
are wanted in
connection
with at least
10 grab-and-run
thefts across
four states in

June alone.
According to an alert from the Jewelers’ Security
Alliance, at 3 p.m. on June 24, two male suspects carried
out a grab-and-run, stealing several pieces of gold jewelry
from a store in St. George, Utah.
While police were on the scene investigating, a nearby
jewelry store reported a second grab-and-run believed to
have been perpetrated by the same two men.
In the second incident, the suspects reportedly fled the
scene in a dark-colored Subaru sedan.
JSA said these two suspects are believed to have
committed at least nine other grab-and-runs in June in
four states: Texas, Nevada, California, and Utah.
The organization reported two of those past cases in
JSA Crime Alerts dated June 17 (San Antonio) and June 24
(Burleson, Texas).
The first suspect is described as a black male in his
mid-30s, between 6” and 6” 2’ tall with a heavy build and
heavily tattooed arms. The second is described as a black
male in his early to mid-30s with tattoos on his neck and
both arms.
SOURCE: JSA; Brecken Branstrator for National Jeweler
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580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 323
New York, NY 10036
(212) 302-5739
www.diamonddistrict.org

COVID-19 vaccines are available now for all people age 12 and older.
People ages 12 to17 can get the Pfizer vaccine only.
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The Diamond District Partnership / 47th Street Business Improvement District (BID) is a non-profit organization
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IT'S EASY TO APPLY:

You can start easing precautions
after being fully vaccinated.

(1) Fill out application (2) Take a picture of it (3) Email to: signup@diamonddistrict.org
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